
The Anti-Ragging Committee is one of the important part of our college. In our college, the anti-ragging 
committee is established and is functioning as per the guidelines of UGC under the act of 1956, which is 
modified as UGC regulations on curbing the menace of Ragging in higher educational institutions, 
2009. It is the supervisory and advisory committee for preserving a culture of Ragging Free 
Environment in the college campus. The Anti-Ragging squad office bearers can check the places like 
hostels, buses, canteens, class-rooms and other places of student congregation.

Objectives
Ÿ To aware the students about the consequences of ragging and ensures that parents and new 

students are made aware of their academic rights.
Ÿ To educate the students against dehumanizing effect of ragging inherent in its perversity.
Ÿ To keep a continuous watch and vigil over ragging so as to prevent its occurrence and recurrence.
Ÿ To deal with the incidents of ragging brought to our notice promptly and stringently.
Ÿ To generate an atmosphere of discipline by sending a clear message that every act of ragging shall 

go noticed, un-tolerated and punished.

Acts considered under Anti-Ragging act
As per the order of the Supreme Court of India and subsequent notification from the UGC, ragging 
constitutes one or more of any intention by any student or group of students on - 
Ÿ Any act of indiscipline, teasing or handling with rudeness,
Ÿ Any act that prevents and  disrupts the regular academic activity,
Ÿ Any activity which is likely to cause annoyance, hardship, psychological harm or creates fear or 

apprehension,
Ÿ Any act of financial extortion or forceful expenditure,
Ÿ Any act of physical abuse causing assault, harm or danger to health,
Ÿ Any act of abuse by spoken words, emails, SMS or public insult etc.,
Ÿ Any act of injury or infringement of the fundamental right to the human dignity,
Ÿ Any act of wrongful confinement, kidnapping, molesting or committing unnatural offences, use of 

criminal forces, trespass or intimidation,
Any unlawful assembly or conspiracy to ragging.

Punishment to those found guilty
Any student or group of students found guilty ragging in the campus or even outside the campus shall 
be liable to one or more of the following punishments -
Ÿ Debarring from appearing in any sessional test / university examination,
Ÿ Suspension from attending classes and academic privileges,
Ÿ Withdrawing scholarships and other benefits,
Ÿ Suspension from the college for a period of one month,
Ÿ Cancellation of the admission from the college,
Ÿ Withholding the results.

Anti-Ragging Committee
1. Dr. (Mrs.) Vandana Sinha    -  Chairperson (9769346223)
2. Ms. Shilpa Singh     - Co-ordinator (8424906390)
3. Mr. Chandrabhan Singh    - Advocate (8779647276)
4. Mr. Rajitram Yadav    - Member (9029022977)
5. Mr. Hemant Yadav    - Member (8652190428)
6. Ms. Shruti Bole     - Member (9920558717)
7. Mrs. Hiral Rawal     - Member (8169702915)
8. Ms. Afiya Khatoon (TY BAF)   - (8591554362)
9. Ms. Anita Sakarwal (TY B.Com.)   - (7208685660)
10. Ms. Elizabeth Rao (TY BA-MMC)  - (9076313194)
11. Mr. Abhishek Vishwakarma (SY B.Com.) - (9869824209)



 

SHRI G.P.M. DEGREE COLLEGE 
ANTI-RAGGING COMMITTEE 

Aware - Rise - Fight 

                                      Enacting different types of ragging scenarios and redressing it                     17/08/2022 

Anti- ragging committee has organized an activity in which real life cases was enacted and how people have dealt 

and survived in the situations was shown. It was though awakening and knowledgeable experience for students. The 

event covered various aspects and effects of ragging. Miss Shilpa Singh has left no stone unturned to conduct the 

activity with utmost discipline and Grace. The events was attended by 50 students of the college. 

Event Details 

Name of the Event    :    Enacting different types of ragging scenarios and redressing it. - 2022  

                                             Date    :  17 August, 2022 

                      Time    :    10:30 am to 11:30 am 

Event Purpose 

 To create awareness regarding different type of ragging. 

 To create awareness about recent law and protection regarding the Anti-ragging. 

 To aware the students of dehumanizing effect of ragging inherent in its perversity. 

 To promptly and stringently deal with the incidents of ragging brought to our notice. 

 To know how to sustain themselves during such situation in college campus. 

 

Some more glimpses of the event………. 

   

   
  

Outcome of the Event 

After participation in the event, our students gained with - 

 How to deal in situation of ragging and bullying. 

 The event has created awareness about the different sections of law, which can help citizen in the situation like 

this. 

 It build confidence and awareness among students regarding anti-ragging. 

 
WISH U ALL, THE BEST. 

 



 
SHRI G.P.M. DEGREE COLLEGE 

ANTI-RAGGING COMMITTEE 

                             Aware - Rise - Fight 
 

                      Awareness on Anti-Ragging                                             28/07/2022                                                              

To create awareness about the menace of ragging, the Anti- Ragging Committee has conducted an informative and 

vibrant power point presentation and a role-play on ragging and it dehumanizing effect on students and society. The 

event has provided opportunity to the students and participants to ask questions and get aware about their rights 

against ragging problem. The event covered various aspects and effects of ragging. Miss Shilpa Singh has left no 

stone unturned to conduct the activity with utmost discipline and Grace. 

Event Details  

Name of the Event  :   Awareness on Anti-Ragging - 2022 

    Date      :   28 July, 2022 

    Time :   10:30 am to 11:30 am 

Event Purpose  

 To aware the students of dehumanizing effect of ragging inherent in its perversity. 

 To keep a continuous watch and vigil over ragging so as to prevent its occurrence and recurrence. 

 To promptly and stringently deal with the incidents of ragging brought to our notice. 

 To generate an atmosphere of discipline by sending a clear message that no act of ragging shall be tolerated and 
any act of ragging shall not go unnoticed and unpunished 

 To know how to sustain themselves during such situation in college campus. 

 

Some more glimpses of the event………. 
 

  

   
 

Outcome of the Event  

 After participation in the event, our students gained with - 

• The experience of the event was eye-opening and fruitful.   

• The experience and the things they have learned will be a lifetime lesson for them as ragging and bullying is 

prevalent everywhere in society. 

• The event has created awareness about the legal rights that citizens have against bullies. 

• It also created confidence among students how to deal in such situation. 
 

WISH U ALL, THE BEST. 


